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Overview

• Data Curation & Preservation in the Virtual 
Observatory

• Resource Metadata in Astronomy

• The Semantic Web

• VAO efforts for Resource Interlinking

• Applications
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• Scientific research requires repeatability

• The lifecycle of a research project should be 
documented by capturing all artifacts 

• Data, Processes, Results need to be properly 
described, accessible, and linked together

• Provenance information should be attached to 
curated metadata throughout the process

Data Curation & Preservation 
Principles
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plans are produced. The calibration stage can include equipment calibrations both in the 

laboratory and in the field, as equipment often is recalibrated to reflect field conditions. 

Artifacts such as lists of equipment taken into the field and the condition of that equipment 

may be produced at the planning stage or may be documented more fully during and after data 

collection. In the data capture phase, records on the initial placement of sensors, movement of 

sensors, and decisions made in the field may be produced.  This array of contextual 

information about a field study can be essential documentation for interpreting results and for 

planning subsequent field research. To account for this set of scientific artifacts, Figure 3 

integrates the life cycle of environmental sensing research (of Figure 2) with the larger range 

of scientific products identified in our study of this scientific community. 

 

 

Figure 3. The integrated scientific life cycle of embedded networked sensor research. 
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Curation in Astronomy

• Bibliographic Data & Metadata: Publishers, 
ADS

• Observational Data & Metadata: Archives, 
Observatories, Surveys

• Object Metadata: NED, SIMBAD, Vizier

• VO protocols “tie things together”
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The Web of Astronomy Links

• Established very early in the game thanks to 
agreement on identifiers (pre-web!)

• Dense, curated by individual projects on 
behalf of the community

• Distributed and Heterogeneous: links span 
across domains (papers, data, objects)
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What Resources?

• People, organizations, proposals

• Observations, instruments, wavelengths, 
footprints, observing logs

• Papers, citations, authors, readers

• Objects, catalogs, surveys

• Software, algorithms
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ApJ/ADS/NED/Chandra

cites

reads

reads

reads

studies

studies

position
object 
type
redshifts
imagesobject

ADS

NED

Chandra

object

cites

ApJ Article

references
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Why Semantics

• Built on the architecture of the web (Linked Data)

• A common language for resources and links, 
expressed in a machine-readable format (RDF)

• Knowledge representation based on concept 
schemes (Vocabularies, Ontologies)

• Support for Heterogeneous Knowledge Bases (triple/
quad-stores), Rules, Reasoning, Inferencing, 
Annotation, Provenance

• Able to deal with incomplete/inconsistent 
information
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Linked Data principles

• Resources are uniquely named via URIs

• Metadata is open and in a standard format

• Links between resources are typed

• Resource metadata includes links to other 
resources

• Built on the architecture of the web, no APIs
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Linked Data Cloud

Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch. http://lod-cloud.net/
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Resource Description 
Framework (RDF)

ESO> paperA fundedBy grantG

ADS> paperA cites paperB

ADS> paperB describes obsX

CXO> obsX isIn ChandraArchive

CXO> obsX covers FootprintF

NED> objectY in FrootprintF

NED> objectY isA QSO

• Reduce all knowledge to 
simple statements in the 
format of subject-
predicate-object

• Entities and relationships 
are formally defined

• Provenance is preserved 
throughout
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Reasoning

SIMBAD> paperA describes obsX

SIMBAD> paperA describes obsY

CXO>    obsX covers FootprintA

CXO>    obsX in ChandraArchive

MAST>   obsY covers FootprintB

MAST>   obsY in HLArchive

AGENT>  FootprintA overlaps FootprintB

AGENT>  paperA isA multiWavelengthStudy
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Links to Astronomy Datasets

• Have been based on reciprocal links between 
HTML pages curated by collaborators

• Do not identify resources as unique URIs

• Do not make use standard vocabularies to 
describe data or the types of links between 
them

• Are not actionable by applications
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Semantic Interlinking in the VO

• Exposing and linking metadata from separate 
archives allows computing over heterogeneous VO 
resources

• Tackles outstanding issues with dataset IDs, 
relates to ongoing IVOA DC&P activities

• Provides semantic layer over existing resources, 
crossing boundaries between archives

• Now finally possible(?) thanks to ObsCore, DM, 
IVOA Semantics, Portal development efforts
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Current Effort

• Develop & Adapt Ontologies to describe 
Astronomical Resources

• Identify, collect, and expose metadata for Datasets

• Create typed links between Data products, 
Bibliographic and Object databases

• In the process, create knowledge base about 
Instruments and Services

• Incorporate all of the above in a “metadata store,” 
exposing Resources using Semantic Web standards
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Ontology Development

• Define URIs for all Resources

• Stay within OWL-DL 

• Build on skos, pav, agents, foaf, cito, fabio

• Skos based keywords from IVOA

• Object Type Ontology from SIMBAD

• Develop VAObase, VAObib,VAOobsv
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Sample Applications

• A view of bibliographies with facets based on 
objects, wavelengths, keywords, etc.

• VO-powered portals (e.g. VAO, CDS)

• A UI integrating views of bibliographies, objects, 
and datasets interacting together

• An view of the “Enhanced Paper,” incorporating 
links to datasets and objects

• Applications computing metrics on data, objects 
based on citation and use of papers
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APOD Application

Datasets Papers Objects

(Astronomy Papers, Objects & Datasets)
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Paper, Data “Mashup”
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TripleStore

Annotation, 
Provenance, 

Personalization

Metadata
Index

Fulltext 
Index

Bibliographic 
Tool (FUSE 2.0)

Faceted Browser 
(o/p/d)

Spatial 
Apps 
(WWT)

Metrics 
Tool

APod App
Pivoting, 

personalization, 
faceting

Internal 
Scripts

Reasoning and 
Query  Engine: 
3rd Party apps

MyADS
MyData

Semantic Server

Enhanced 
Paper 
with
Data 

products
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Conclusions

• Effort will create useful VO infrastructure

• Tackles outstanding issues with dataset IDs, DC&P 
activities

• Provides semantic layer over existing resources, 
leverages existing services

• Eases computation of metrics, supports text-mining, 
portal development

• Follow ongoing development in IVOA Semantics and at
 http://github.com/rahuldave/ontoads
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